TORLYS
Smart Leather
starts beautiful. stays beautiful.

Create
a Sensation
with TORLYS
Leather Floors

In its own distinctive way, TORLYS Leather
redefines what a contemporary and beautiful
floor can be. Bold, original, adventurous. Rarely is
such an original statement in fashion and design
so simply and naturally achieved in a living space.

TORLYS Leather is made from 100% recycled
leather to create exceptional flooring gifted
with tangible environmental benefits. And with
TORLYS you know your floor will stand the test of
time – your peace of mind is assured with a
35-year residential wear warranty.

NOVARA BLACK TILE
LTU48357

A Welcome Touch
TORLYS Leather accentuates the distinguished styling and allure of
leather to create a uniquely beautiful and enjoyable flooring experience.

GENOVA CHOCOLATE PLANK
LTU47351

expansive. elegant.

MODENA BROWN PLANK
LTU47355

100% Recycled Leather
Made of 100% recycled leather, gathered and reclaimed
during the manufacture of jackets, upholstery, belts and
shoes. Leather, in a patent pending process that would
otherwise be wasted, now finds an enduring presence
in the home.

Leather
Plank

GENOVA CHOCOLATE LTU47351

GENOVA COGNAC LTU47352

GENOVA BLACK LTU47353

TORLYS Leather creates spaces
that feel open and free-flowing.
Every bevel-edged plank is
especially long to accentuate a
sense of roominess and elegance,
and the character of leather is
presented in a pleasing and
understated fashion.

GENOVA FAWN LTU47354

MODENA BROWN LTU47355

MODENA WINE LTU47356

TORLYS Leather Planks come
in lengths that are extra long
to give rooms an expansive,
spacious appearance.

NOVARA BLACK LTU47357

3/8” (thickness) x 7-5/8” (width)
x 45-7/8” (length)

NOVARA PECAN LTU47358

10.5mm (thickness) x 194mm (width)
x 1164 mm (length)

CATANIA LTU47359

• Striking and sleek, expansive and elegant
• F inely textured leather grains, pleasing to
the touch
• Attached CorkPlus™ underlay with Microban®
antimicrobial treatment

TRIESTE LTU47360

• Micro bevel-edge, four sides; extra long cut
planks, made from 100% recycled leather
• C
 reating mixed patterns: the length of one plank
equals three tiles, the width of one plank is half
that of one tile

MILANO BROWN LTU47361

MILANO PECAN LTU47362

rich. inviting.

MODENA WINE TILE
LTU48356

Uniclic® Joint
The Uniclic joint is a patented joint guaranteed to resist
gapping, warping and cupping. During installation, it
doesn’t require messy glues or chemicals, or nails of any
kind. Uniclic creates a remarkably stable and gap-resistant
floor, and because the click joint process is reversible, the
floor can be re-used up to 3 times under warranty.

Leather
Tile
TORLYS Leather makes expressive
use of bevel-edged tile. Created
in an oversized format, the tile
adds clean geometric elegance
to the rich, distinctive graining
of the leather. The effect is
eye-catching and still retains
simplicity and refinement.

GENOVA CHOCOLATE LTU48351

GENOVA COGNAC LTU48352

GENOVA BLACK LTU48353

GENOVA FAWN LTU48354

MODENA BROWN LTU48355

MODENA WINE LTU48356

NOVARA BLACK LTU48357

NOVARA PECAN LTU48358

CATANIA LTU48359

TRIESTE LTU48360

MILANO BROWN LTU48361

MILANO PECAN LTU48362

TORLYS Leather Tile floors come in
a wide selection of natural colors
in a contemporary palette, in two
different gloss treatments: matte
or medium gloss.
3/8” (thickness) x 15-1/4” (width)
x 15-1/4” (length)
10.5mm (thickness) x 388mm (width)
x 388mm (length)
• Matte or medium gloss, in distinctive natural
leather grains
• Rich and inviting, pleasing to the touch
Attached CorkPlus™ underlay with Microban®
antimicrobial treatment
• M
 icro bevel-edge, four sides
Made from 100% recycled leather

Frequently

Asked Questions
What makes TORLYS Leather different
from other floors?

Can I easily repair my
TORLYS Leather floor?

1. Environmentally friendly production: Using 100% recycled

Yes. Only TORLYS offers you

leather is a natural way to ensure a cycle of material re-use,

The Bulldog™, a tool that allows

where leather that would otherwise be wasted is used to

you to repair any plank in your floor, even

create exceptional flooring.

if it’s in the middle of your room, with no power

2. TORLYS Leather Floors help you create a healthier home

tools, dust or noise.

as they contain no harmful VOC emissions, no added
formaldehyde and exceed California Indoor Air Quality
standards, among the most stringent in the world.

What is the Uniclic joint?
The Uniclic joint is a patented joint guaranteed to resist
gapping, warping and cupping. (Some floating floors

Can I put TORLYS Leather
anywhere in my house?

promote their joint systems, but if it doesn’t say Uniclic, it’s

TORLYS Leather is an engineered product, well-suited for

Leather. During installation, it doesn’t require messy glues or

installation below grade, over concrete and even over existing

chemicals, or nails of any kind. Uniclic creates a remarkably

floors. Depending on the application, different underlays may

stable and gap-resistant floor, and because the click joint

be required. Ask your local TORLYS dealer for more information

process is reversible, the floor can be re-used up to 3 times

on different applications and what you may require.

under warranty.

How do I maintain my TORLYS Leather floor?

Can I install TORLYS Leather myself?

TORLYS Leather requires the same maintenance as all other

TORLYS Leather uses the patented Uniclic joint, a glue and

TORLYS floors. Simply vacuum or sweep your floors once a

nail-free joint system that ensures a great-looking floor

week or as needed. To clean your floors, use TORLYS Natural

and makes installation easy. All you need is a saw, hammer,

Glow® Eco-Friendly Maintenance Kit once a week or as

installation kit, tape measure, pencil and some time to install

needed. Clean up any spills with a cloth.

your floor. There are also professional installers. Ask your local

not the same.) The patented Uniclic is integral to TORLYS

TORLYS dealer for more details on installation.

Can I order samples of TORLYS floors?

An environmentally friendly product, TORLYS CorkPlus™

Yes. TORLYS Online Sample Ordering makes it easy to request

Underlay is made from recycled cork, offers natural air-

any flooring sample. For a small fee, order a minimum of

cushioning for comfort, sound step absorption and thermal

three 4” x 6” flooring samples of the style of your choice.

insulation, and contains Microban® antimicrobial protection,

Visit www.torlys.com.

CATANIA LTU47359

GENOVA FAWN LTU48354

that helps eliminate mould and mildew.

MILANO BROWN LTU47361

CORKPLUS™ UNDERLAY
Breakthrough Technology. Superior Underlay.

TORLYS is a member of the National Wood Flooring Association. Front Cover: Novara Pecan Plank LTU47358, Photo Credit: Normerica Authentic Timber Frame Homes, www.normerica.com

The Ultimate.

Peace of Mind Assurance.

Relax,
It’s a TORLYS Smart Floor
When people ask, “Why should I invest in a TORLYS smart
floor?”, we have one response: inspiring beauty and peace

Peace of Mind Assurance.
Find the perfect TORLYS floor using our convenient rating system.

of mind. Our floors start beautiful and stay beautiful

Designer

over time. We create inspiring flooring and support your
purchase like no other flooring company. Our goal is to
create a unique and enjoyable purchase experience. We

PERFORMANCE WARRANTY

believe it is the smart thing to do.
Wear Warranty

35 years

Structure

Lifetime

No Gapping

Lifetime

When 30% - 60%
humidity maintained

Change Your Mind?
If after 30 days from installation you are not satisfied with
the colour or style of your TORLYS floor, contact your
retailer and TORLYS will replace your floor with a TORLYS
floor of equivalent value. Applies to professionally installed
floors only. All you pay is the cost of installation. For more
information and to register your warranty visit torlys.com.

Guaranteed Trade-in Value. Now That’s Smart!
Years down the road when you want to change your
floor, TORLYS will provide you up to 20% of the original
purchase price of your old TORLYS floor. All you need to
do now is register the warranty for your new TORLYS floor.
Visit torlys.com for details.

HEALTHY HOME
Indoor Air Quality

We follow some of the most
stringent standards in
the world.
TORLYS flooring products
meet California Section 01350
and/or FloorScore
Certification.

Re-purpose guarantee*
Move your TORLYS floor to
another room or another home.

3-times Move
under warranty

Trade In Value*
Toward the purchase of a new
TORLYS floor. See www.torlys.com
for details.

20%–
– up to 35 years

Satisfaction Guaranteed*
See www.torlys.com for details.

30/90 days –
If after 30 days you are
not satisfied with the
color or style you chose,
you have 90 days to order
another TORLYS floor

Notes: See www.torlys.com for complete details on the TORLYS
Peace of Mind Assurance Program.
*Move It & Reuse it – Repurpose Guarantee, Trade in Value and
Satisfaction Guaranteed. For TORLYS flooring installed floating.
Valid only in Canada. Applies to residential installations only.
For builder or commercial warranties, visit www.torlys.com/builder
or www.torlys.com/commercial.

torlys.com

MK-GE-EW920
MK-GE-LT902

